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Norstat Group and fluxLoop enter into international cooperation to offer
automated solutions combining high quality data collection and geolocation

By using fluxLoop technology and a privacy coherent method for collecting travel and
movement data from Norstat's panel members, the two companies will offer high quality
survey data enriched with geolocation data.

The solution enables the collection of new types of data such as respondent travel patterns,
modes of transportation and determining presence at a specific location. The solution will
provide opportunities for new strategic insight as traditional survey data can be enriched with
geolocation based sampling and interviewing.

Major mobility companies, such as Vy and the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Statens
Vegvesen), already derived new insights and identified new possibilities based on the solution.

The collaboration will cover all countries where Norstat delivers their services.
 
- Through the cooperation with fluxLoop we can automatically trigger surveys based on user
location and context. It will open up interesting new opportunities for existing and new clients as
we are now able to interview respondents who have been at a particular location (e.g. shopping
center, movie theater, airport) or have travelled in a certain area or used a particular mode of
transportation. We are very excited to offer new opportunities for context specific surveys, says
Nina C. Kulås, Managing Director at Norstat Norway.

Quick and easy access to data

The combination of Norstat’s panel and fluxLoop’s technology accommodates a quicker start-up
for the customers, and makes valuable data even more accessible through dynamic
dashboards.

- Our collaboration with Norstat Group opens up shared business opportunities in several
industries. Many customers are showing great interest in combining traditional, and now
automated surveys with actual end customer travel, movement and location data. Our
technology provides more accurate movement data, without compromising on privacy. Together
with Norstat we provide access to a relevant user base along with insights into new clients in
new markets. This is a powerful combination, says Ulrik Prøitz, CEO and founder of fluxLoop.
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Oslo-based fluxLoop uses their developed technology to gain qualitative and quantitative insight
into human movement and behavior. This data can be used to e.g. understand customers and
their needs when creating a better customer journey, as well as to make choices in business
development and for reaching sustainability goals.
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Nina C. Kulås
Managing Director, Norstat Norway
Phone: +47 98 20 31 02
Email: nina.kulas@norstat.no
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Norstat is the leading data-collection company in Northern Europe. They deliver online
data-collection via large representative proprietary consumer panels and in addition, they collect
data by telephone, personal interviews, focus groups, postal and “Mystery shopping” in Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Poland, Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania. Yearly they produce more than 8 million interviews. Norstat delivers data in
all traditional formats, as well as in visualization dashboards and directly via API`s – often
combined with the client's own and other types of data. Their client base consists of well-known
and respected local and international companies in most sectors.
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